
But the last breakthrough IP Invention Projects happened faster than they expected... Starbucks 
Rx Latte for Alzheimer’s called in by Dr. Lisa MD. 

Amazon Kindle Link to Greg's book WindmillCAR's RV's Gravity Engine in 2018



1-10-2018 Greg is 70 *.* La Belle Disney Pixar 3-D Ford WindmillCAR's and RV's, Previews of 
the Gravity Engine CAR's + RV's at the ending. 

1-10-2018 Greg is 70 *.* La Belle 1980 Ford WindmillCAR's and RV's 

1-10-2018 Greg is 70 *.* La Belle 1991 Ford WindmillCAR's and RV's 

1-10-2018 Greg is 70 *.* La Belle 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's and RV's 

But the last breakthrough IP Invention Projects happened faster than they expected... but for 
NASA will send a robotic space probe to Alpha Centauri in 2069. 

1-10-2018 Greg is 70 *.* La Belle Disney Pixar 3-D Brain Movies happening faster than they 
expected with the Starbucks Rx Latte called in by Dr. Lisa MD. 

1-10-2018 Greg is 70 *.* La Belle ‘Fire and Fury’ From Canada: It’s Not About Trump. Or 
Michael Wolff. By IAN AUSTEN Ian's Fire is Car's on Fire with Canadian people inside. Fury 
is the $777 Trillion Canada Dollars! Sick Joke on Canada Dr. Lisa MD will write the Rx for at 
the Starbucks in Canada, Rx Latte's. No News in Canada Calls the Oil Men Psychotic and puts 
the fear of God into their fire bombing cars in traffic wrecks. Yes today, the stats are censored 
by the NY Times HQ Elite. "La Belle Fiery Wreck's Today" By Dr. Lisa. MD USA not Marie 
Clair in Ottawa. 

1-10-2018 Greg is 70 *.* La Belle ‘Fire and Fury’ From China suspends firefighting efforts after 
tanker explosion. Washington Post· China Xi suspends all efforts to stop fiery wrecks in traffic 
today + tomorrow. 

1-10-2018 Greg is 70 *.* La Belle "Trump’s First Full Physical Is Approaching. What He 
Discloses Is Up to Him. section A - page 12 By KATIE ROGERS and LAWRENCE K. 
ALTMAN, M.D. 

1-10-2018 Greg is 70 *.* La Belle "Trump’s First Full Physical Is Approaching. What He 
Discloses Is Up to Him for not but not when Dr. Lisa MD is driving 100's of millions of Ford 
WindmillCAR's and RV's, when Islam is bankrupted and Mecca is under tons of Sand. Key 



West is the Richest 'City' in the World. Qatar Trump Casino is a FEMA Prison... 

1-10-2018 Greg is 70 *.* La Belle "Trump’s First Full Physical Is Approaching. What He 
Discloses Is Up to Him... what his MD diagnosis is up to the other MD's with the correct 
diagnosis. If they tell Trump. Esoteric Blood Chemicals, Los Alamos to read the MRI, CT, EEG, 
EKG... Xcode 9 program written for Trumps First Full Physical by 100's of Yale Key West 
Medical School Students and a "Trump Physical" Nobel Novel written at the Hemingway House 
Writing Class. 

1-10-2018 Greg is 70 *.* La Belle Dr. Ronny Jackson, a rear admiral in the Navy and the 
current White House physician, will oversee the president’s physical on Friday. Credit Tom 
Brenner/The New York Times Dr. Lisa MD at the Yale Key West Medical School will Grade the 
Admiral MD. Ha. 

1-10-2018 Greg is 70 *.* La Belle Trump’s lifestyle and fondness for fast "Women" no MD's 
ever groped, grin, affects his health. It is less likely that the physical will yield in-depth insight 
into Mr. Trump’s psyche. The White House said that Mr. Trump will not undergo a psychiatric 
exam, and would not say if he would undergo other forms of cognitive testing that may screen 
for mental disorders, including dementia. Greg + Wife's will take the psychiatric exam, before 
and after the Gravity Engine is invent, inspired by the Wife's! 

1-10-2018 Greg is 70 *.* La Belle Roosevelt readily acknowledged his polio, for instance, but his 
White House doctor hid the severe high blood pressure that led to heart failure. 

1-10-2018 Greg is 70 *.* La Belle neurologist or speech pathologist will be involved in getting 
everyone up to the same speed pronouncing and spelling Medical Terms and Rx Recipe 
ingredients as Dr. Lisa. MD. 

But the last breakthrough IP Invention Projects happened faster than they expected... Rx Latte 
for Alzheimer’s 

1-10-2018 Greg is 70 *.* La Belle Rx Recipe Cure + Rx Latte for Alzheimer’s lost to BP Oil men 
going to Qatar Trump Casino instead of the Yale Key West Medical School - In 1994, nearly six 
years after leaving office, Reagan was diagnosed with Alzheimer’s, though there is no conclusive 
evidence he had the disease while in office. 

But the last breakthrough IP Invention Projects happened faster than they expected... Rx Latte 
for Alzheimer’s 



1-10-2018 Greg is 70 *.* La Belle Mr. Trump’s PSA level was 0.15. Urologists not connected 
with Mr. Trump said they suspected that he had been treated for an enlarged prostate - Greg 
has a enlarged prostate and Dr. Lisa MD and 100's of others will write a Hemingway House 
Nobel Novel on 'The Enlarged Prostate" with a IP invention in every chapter. 

1-10-2018 Greg is 70 *.* La Belle no $4,000 treadmill at Trump Towers. Mr. Trump’s sedentary 
lifestyle may be reflected in the readout. Documented substantial weight gain may raise 
concerns about the state of his heart. Doctors may recommend an exercise tolerance test and 
other measures of heart function. Greg + Wife's will have as many Treadmills as she will allow 
in the living room, kitchen, bedrooms. 

1-10-2018 Greg is 70 *.* La Belle NY Times Editorial Observer: Monuments to White 
Supremacy" By BRENT STAPLES Brent doesn't have a 2018 Ford WindmillCAR or RV. BP 
Oil + Yale + Harvard White Supremacy kept the Oil Revenues flowing in an Elite act of White 
Supremacy! 

1-10-2018 Greg is 70 *.* La Belle NY Times Editorial Observer: Monuments to Invention 
Supremacy will be the Gravity Engine's! 

Trump Towers Starbucks has not bought any yet at $4K but will buy 100's if 1,000's with the Rx 
Latte and $8,500 iMac at every treadmill. 

1-10-2018 Greg is 70 *.* La Belle 1991 Ford WindmillCAR's and RV's 

1-10-2018 Greg is 70 *.* La Belle Bete, translated as Mad Shadows by Merloyd Lawrence, 
published by Little, Brown and Co., 1960. Excellent character sketch, internalized narrative--
mother idolizes beautiful but mindless son, ignores and neglects ugly daughter who in turn 
despises mother and jealously abuses her brother. A tale of swirling and escalating emotion as 
the family grows older and more dangerous to each other. Poetic and surreal, all within 123 
pages. 

1-10-2018 Greg is 70 *.* La Belle La belle be^te: Roman (Boreal compact) (French Edition) 
(French) Mass Market Paperback – 1991 by Marie Claire Blais (Author) Animal Farm's 
Windmill Turbines @ -254 C super conductive trillions of jolts volts amps in Animal Farm 2018 
Novel. La Belle La belle be^te: Roman Windmill Turbines super conductive -254 C. Spin off 
inventions to food packaging to no kids left in hot cars to die... 

1-10-2018 Greg is 70 *.* La Belle 1991 Ford WindmillCAR's and RV's 

1-10-2018 Greg is 70 *.* La Belle Power Companies Got a Tax Cut. Will Your Bill Reflect It? 

1-10-2018 Greg is 70 *.* La Belle Some utilities say they will pass savings from the tax law to 



rate payers. Attorney generals look at all these Power Lines and drive by without stopping to 
help, same as all the fiery wrecks from 1980 to 2018. "Utilities 1,001" at MIT will be about Star 
Wars Utilities" Disney Pixar Fox Movie titled "Utilities 1,001". 

1-10-2018 Greg is 70 *.* La Belle Some utilities say they will pass savings from the tax law to 
rate payers. Attorney generals look at all these Power Lines and drive by without stopping to 
help, same as all the fiery wrecks from 1980 to 2018. "Utilities 1,001" at MIT will be about Star 
Wars Utilities" Disney Pixar Fox Movie titled "Utilities 1,001". 

1-10-2018 Greg is 70 *.* La Belle 2018 Top Secret - iPod size GE electric generator that can 
replace all Coal and Nuclear Power Plants in China and world wide have been made at Los 
Alamos, yes you can plug in all your GE appliances too. Apple-Starbucks running Mac's at 
every Table with Genius Techs serving 1,001 IP invention projects via 1 Click Amazon links to 
Los Alamos super computers. All this at your Starbucks in 2018. 

1-10-2018 Greg is 70 *.* La Belle 

1-10-2018 Greg is 70 *.* La Belle 

Trump Towers Starbucks has not bought any yet at $4K but will buy 100's if 1,000's with the Rx 
Latte and $8,500 iMac at every treadmill. 



Trump Towers Starbucks has not bought any at $4K yet but will buy 100's if 1,000's with the Rx 
Latte and $8,500 iMac at every treadmill. 

Trump Towers Starbucks has not bought any yet at $4K but will buy 100's if 1,000's with the Rx 
Latte and $8,500 iMac at every treadmill. 

1-9-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Every Trump Towers Condo comes with a Tread mill desk set it iMac 
stand. Any company that wants to sell a $4,000 treadmill is obviously aiming for a high-flying 
Trump Towers not the Starbucks in the Lobby of Trump Towers. iMac Pro $8,500 cost twice as 
much and Trump Towers Starbucks has not bought any yet but will buy 100's if 1,000's with the 
Rx Latte called in by Dr. Lisa MD. Like married to Dr. Lisa MD. At the core of its business is a 
beguiling online service: Get on the bike, turn on the screen, and you are instantly connected 
with live fitness classes tailored to your preferences and athletic abilities. It’s like having a 
personal trainer - married to a MD women! Endorphins flowing with a MD women. 

But the last breakthrough IP Invention Projects happened faster than they expected... 

Disney Pixar 3-D Brain Movies happening faster than they expected with the Starbucks Rx 
Latte called in by Dr. Lisa MD. 



Disney Pixar 3-D Brain Movies happening faster than they expected with the Starbucks Rx 
Latte called in by Dr. Lisa MD. 

1,001 IP invention projects will give us "Star Wars Rx Latte" from Dr. Lisa MD. When you 
walk into your London Starbucks. Yale Key West Medical School amphitheater: The fight is 
over City Hall IQ's "Cheese Burger's In Paradise Song's" vs 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine at this 
amphitheater: "Star Wars Rx Latte" from Dr. Lisa MD. When you walk into your Key West 
Starbucks. 
1,001 Nobel's in Medicine a Year in 2018 starts with reading Greg Amazon Kindle Book!! 

In 2018 - You will need a Mac that will run Xcode 9 and 1 Click Amazon link to $100 million 
dollar super computers at Los Alamos. 

1-9-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Intel’s CEO Brian Krzanich says no attacks from major flaws; selling 
Iranian Hackers $5K Intel Xeon and selling you $20 dollar Intel CPU's. Intel did this with 



Malice the Yale Lawyers will write in the wrongful death lawsuits from lost inventions from 
Americans with flaws in their computing power.Intel And Micron To Discontinue Flash 
Memory Partnership. Intel partnership with Iranian Hackers to sell them $5,000 Xeox's. 

1-9-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Brain Surgeon's Movie by Disney Pixar Fox - 1,001 IP Invention Projects 
for Brain Surgeons. Same Movie for Urologists. Brain Surgery in 3-D: Coming Soon to the 
Operating Theater New York Times· NY Times correction coming soon to a Movie Theater 
showing Disney Pixar Movies to a few in Manhattan ha. 

1-9-2018 Greg is 70 *.* NY Cold Hearted. Cold, a Subway Car Becomes the Shelter of Last 
Resort. By ANNIE CORREAL Resort Annie and the rest of the New Yorkers fly off to is the 
Subway at the Qatar Trump Casino. List of New Yorkers who visited the Qatar Trump Casino 
will go viral on Facebook soon. Nigerian Migrants Get a Welcome Home. Jobs Are Another 
Story. Nigerian elite fly off the to Qatar Trump Casino, their names will be on Facebook 
Nigeria. 

1-9-2018 Greg is 70 *.* NY Times Editorial: Republicans in Congress Are Failing America’s 
Children - Jimmy Carter failed 1 billion children and grand children in China. Xi is putting to 
death children with birth defects and cancers from Jimmy Carters Failing 1980 Ford 
WindillCAR's and RV's Star Wars Era. Failure also caused a setback for the Gravity Engine 
Invention. 

1-9-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Brain Dead NY Times! Rocket Launches and Trips to the Moon We’re 
Looking Forward To in 2018" By MICHAEL ROSTON The rest of the World is looking 
forward to inventing a way to go 400 times faster than the speed of light in a Verizon Cell Call to 
Jewish Aliens and inventing the Gravity Engine step by step editorial in the Times. 

1-9-2018 Greg is 70 *.* At least 226 people were hurt after a train smashed into another at a 
station, the second serious rail accident in a week in South Africa. NASA Hubble Super Shuttle 
+ Telescope Train Crash hurt Humanity's Exodus into 10 Trillion galaxies. Oil Bribery derailed 
all these trains. Patrick Ho is accused of trying to bribe Chad’s president and Uganda’s foreign 
minister in exchange for oil rights for a Chinese energy company. By SEWELL CHAN NASA 
was bribed to go quietly into retirement. 

1-9-2018 Greg is 70 *.* What would a Treadmill at every NY Times Desk Mean - What a $4,000 
Treadmill Means for the Future of Gadgets. Peloton, which sells an internet-connected spin 
bicycle, unveiled a $4,000 internet-connected treadmill. The company’s insight: The gadget is 
not as important as the service. By FARHAD MANJOO 

Trump Towers Starbucks has not bought any yet but will buy 100's if 1,000's with the Rx Latte 
and $8,500 iMac at every treadmill. 



Trump Towers Starbucks has not bought any yet but will buy 100's if 1,000's with the Rx Latte 
and $8,500 iMac at every treadmill. 

1-9-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Tread Mill at Trumps White House Desk, what would it mean? $4,000 
internet-connected treadmill. The company’s insight: The gadget is not as important as the 
service that will be in the Next Star Wars Movie. Yes Urine and Blood testing treadmill. Don't 
forget the EEG. EKG. and 1,001 treadmill test that have not been invented yet. 

1-9-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Global Health Inventions 1,001: W.H.O. Approves a Safe, Inexpensive 
Typhoid Vaccine - Breast Cancer Rx Recipe will be approved by WHO soon as we rehire Dr. 
Lisa Oppenheimer MD who the Generals fired in 1945. 

1-9-2018 Greg is 70 *.* The old vaccine, Zostavax, is about 50 percent effective. The new one, 
Shingrix, provides 90 percent protection. ...it would still be more cost effective new vaccine 
would save money over the long term, based on statistical measures that quantify the cost 
effectiveness of health care measures. Shingles is a painful and sometimes debilitating nerve 
inflammation and blistering skin rash caused by the same virus that causes chickenpox. The 
Herpes Virus both cold sore and the sex one based on statistical measuring the iQuality of life 
like iParking in Key West vs parking tickets, towing, and no parking spot via politics of No 
Parking area's. A new vaccine is needed for Herpes! And it will be cost effective without having 
to use a trusted calculator. This one we can do in our Brain - except for the Brain Dead editors 
at the Times. Ha. 

1-9-2018 Greg is 70 *.* South Korea Says It Won’t Scrap Sex Slaves Accord With Japan - NY 
Times says it Won't write up Sex Slaves at the Qatar Trump Casino. Yale and Harvard Alumni 
are off limits! 



1-9-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Every Trump Towers Condo comes with a Tread mill desk set it iMac 
stand. Any company that wants to sell a $4,000 treadmill is obviously aiming for a high-flying 
Trump Towers not the Starbucks in the Lobby of Trump Towers. iMac Pro $8,500 cost twice as 
much and Trump Towers Starbucks has not bought any yet but will buy 100's if 1,000's with the 
Rx Latte called in by Dr. Lisa MD. Like married to Dr. Lisa MD. At the core of its business is a 
beguiling online service: Get on the bike, turn on the screen, and you are instantly connected 
with live fitness classes tailored to your preferences and athletic abilities. It’s like having a 
personal trainer - married to a MD women! Endorphins flowing with a MD women. 

1-9-2018 Greg is 70 *.* More than 600 chemicals that make up blue crab urine. Dr. Trump MD 
could have a daily urine test not President Trump. What researchers find about chemical cues is 
iMac and PC stuff today. Cancer, induced the biggest fear responses. Unary Track infections 
too. Places like a Georgia estuary or an oyster reef are critically structured by predator-prey 
interactions, and it turns out those predator-prey interactions are very much affected by 
chemical cues,” said Dr. Kubanek. “I think it’s pretty cool that the chemistry of pee matters.” 
Jimmy Carter the Plains Georgia Preacher turned out to be the predatory on children and 
grand children with his gas engine cars. Sell the chemicals like the Mud Crab smells trigonelline 
and homarine. What are the chemicals in gasoline exhaust? Only 10 % believe Alcohol can 
cause breast cancer, fewer in Georgia. Mud crabs spend more time hiding if they sense that blue 
crabs are nearby. Credit Georgia Tech. Plantation owners in Georgia USA and Russia, sense 
they are killers. Qatar Plantation Owners made their serfs the richest in the world, this would 
never happen in Georgia USA or Russia. 

1-9-2018 Greg is 70 *.* 

How the structural and functional changes in frontoinsular and limbic regions triggers 'this' 
could be a Disney Pixar Fox Movie. And a good Amazon Kindle Book. 

FEMA Fraud revises the maps to account for 1980 Ford WindmillCAR's + RV's change, 
deciding who is in the flood zone of Winning the Title of 'Richest' away from Qatar given to 
them by FEMA Oil Company will be a battle with $777 Trillion of dollars at stake in Key West, 
Yale Key West Medical School not some FEMA Casino for the Top Brass but Hospital Ships 
and RV's for everyone in the Keys. Just like Qatar today but here. 

1-8-2018 Greg is 70 *.* FEMA Fraud revises the maps to account for 1980 Ford WindmillCAR's 
+ RV's change, deciding who is in the flood zone of Winning the Title of 'Richest' away from 
Qatar given to them by FEMA Oil Company will be a battle with $777 Trillion of dollars at 
stake in Key West, Yale Key West Medical School not some FEMA Casino for the Top Brass but 
Hospital Ships and RV's for everyone in the Keys. Just like Qatar today but here. 

But the last breakthrough IP Invention Projects happened faster than they expected... 

1-8-2018 Greg is 70 *.* 2018 Ford Fleets of 3 Story Heavy Lift Helicopter Combines. As Trump 
Appeals to Farmers, Some of His Policies Don’t" By ANA SWANSON and JIM TANKERSLEY 



1-8-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Avocado Orchard Owners 'Snipers' at the Gate Greeting Guest picture 
on the front page of the NY Times today not a 3 Story Heavy Lift Helicopter combine for 
avocado's with all the innovative inventions. 

But the last breakthrough IP Invention Projects happened faster than they expected... 2018 Ford 
Fleets of 3 Story Heavy Lift Helicopter Combines, fishing fleets too. 

But the last breakthrough IP Invention Projects happened faster than they expected... Publix 
and Whole Foods with no Frozen Foods Section. No aisles and aisles of freezers as new 
packaging will keep all cold or warm. 

1-8-2018 Greg is 70 *.* NY Times Editorial: New York Leaders Are Riding Qatar Subways to 
the Qatar Trump Casino. This is Why they Are Failing Its NYC Subway Riders. List of Swiss 
Bank accounts and list of Qatar Trump Casino winners. Leaked - Hacked. 

1-8-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Intel Faces Scrutiny as Questions Swirl Over Chip Security - Hell all the 
Iran hackers have $5,000 Xeon CPU's. 1980 Ford WindmillCAR's would have give the USA all 
Xeon CPU's in 1980. The same one's who kept the WindmillCAR's from US also kept the Xeon 
Chips out of Acer Cloud Books. Kindle with a Xeon you would be able to read, hear, and take 
notes, copy and paste and much more. These Intel Xeon CPU's are out of Star Wars Times. And 
the only ones Intel sold them to are Iranians for hacking. 

1-8-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Total Recall: A Reader’s Guide to Memory Gain! 

But the last breakthrough IP Invention Projects happened faster than they expected... Trump 
winning the White House spelling bee IP invention is not at the press conference today but 
should have been. 

1-8-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Moody Times with Time-Photons and 10 Trillion Galaxies in the Mood 
for Soul-Mates on a 10 Trillion Year Journey Star Wars Star Trek Disney takes us to Los 
Alamos with the MD Oppenheimer. XCode 9 will put 1,001 IP invention projects in order and 
beep them one at a time day and night for you. 

1-8-2018 Greg is 70 *.* About Choosing a College Major in "Invention!" 

1-8-2018 Greg is 70 *.* About Choosing a College Major in "Diagnosis MD" 

But the last breakthrough IP Invention Projects happened faster than they expected... 



1-8-2018 Greg is 70 *.* JFK Travelers Ask: When Can I Catch a Flight Home, fly into Orbit for 
15 minutes and land in Paris 30 minutes from leaving JFK. Some of us want this Boeing 
Invention in 2018 others are flying to Qatar Trump Casino with FEMA top brass. 

But the last breakthrough IP Invention Projects happened faster than they expected... 

1-8-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Op-Ed Contributor: On Stop-and-Frisk, We Can’t Celebrate Just Yet 
By PHILLIP ATIBA GOFF Yes We Can Phillip, GPS tracking of the cell phone not gun in their 
pocket will get more arrest and convictions! Win one for Mary Trump, and Mary at the Miami 
gas station hold up today. 100,000 cameras in Manhattan, NYC and tracking everyone's iPhone 
X GPS is a better invention as we have a Google Map. Mom will get this for her kids soon as we 
get to NYC, Mom, why are you late... let me look on the Google map. Ha. Sara Palin needs this 
for her grown kids. 

But the last breakthrough IP Invention Projects happened faster than they expected... 

1-8-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Letters: The Met’s New Required Fee for Non-New Yorkers. The 
Medical School get more visitors than the Met. And it pays off better than the Med too. 

But the last breakthrough IP Invention Projects happened faster than they expected... 

1-8-2018 Greg is 70 *.* MD IP invention project or Disney Pixar Movie. Sex and frontotemporal 
degeneration. CONCLUSION: Overall loss of affection, reduced initiation of sexual activity, and 
responsiveness is an overwhelming feature of bvFTD. In contrast, aberrant or unusual sexual 
behavior is observed in the minority of bvFTD patients. The underlying pathophysiology of 
these changes likely reflects structural and functional changes in frontoinsular and limbic 
regions including the hypothalamus. Hypersexual behavior can range from a preoccupation 
with sexual jokes to compulsive masturbation. 

But the last breakthrough IP Invention Projects happened faster than they expected... 

1-8-2018 Greg is 70 *.* How the structural and functional changes in frontoinsular and limbic 
regions triggers this could be a Disney Pixar Fox Movie. And a good Amazon Kindle Book. 

1-8-2018 Greg is 70 *.* 

1-8-2018 Greg is 70 *.* 

1-7-2018 Greg is 70 *.* - You will need a MacXcode 9 Dr. Lisa Sanders learning how to write 
code - alpha-gal (alpha-1, 3-galactose) - carbohydrate into the Diagnosis so the Iowa MD can't 



miss it. ...tick whose bite could make you allergic to meat. When the same tick attaches to the 
next host (e.g. a human) it transfers the alpha-gal to the tissues of that next host. The immune 
system of some humans recognizes alpha-gal as foreign and so produces antibodies against it. In 
this case the antibody produced is IgE, which is the type of antibody responsible for most 
allergic reactions. Alpha-gal in a human can now be recognized through a blood test. Needs to 
be written into Xcode 9. Apps. Anaphylactic Shock Diagnosis By LISA SANDERS, M.D. Xcode 
9. Apps. Written. Iowa A Mystified Allergist, not really a failed Allergist costing the women 
months of illness because they missed the diagnosis the first time. Xcode 9 MD genius at Apple 
would have written this code years ago for the Apple Data Base MD stuff. For months after 
returning to her home on Long Island, the woman was anxious about everything she ate, and she 
worried every night when she went to bed. She always kept a bottle of Benadryl and an EpiPen 
with her, but still she was terrified about what might happen if she was too far from a hospital 
the next time. Months of pain torture because one Iowa Allergist failed. A nurse had a different 
theory about what happened, one the patient had heard before but never believed. There was 
some kind of tick, the nurse told her, whose bite could make you allergic to meat. The bite of the 
lone star tick — named for a white spot shaped like Texas on the arachnid’s back — could cause 
an allergic reaction to mammalian meat. The trigger was a sugar, identified as galactose-
a-1,3-galactose and more casually known as alpha-gal, a carbohydrate. How the tick bite 
triggers this allergy is not yet known, but its a good invention project for a MD who writes 
Xcode 9. Amazon might make a Mainframe or even a $100 million dollar super computer link 
for Invention Projects too. A Diet Changed Forever, no meat or alcohol. Yes there are reactions 
to Alcohol that need to be written up by Dr. Lisa MD. 

1-7-2018 Greg is 70 *.* iOS software you are using, you can have anywhere from 2,160 to 49,140 
apps displayed on your device’s home screens. Whether or not your phone or tablet has the 
storage capacity for a potential 49,140 apps is another matter, but the icon visibility is possible 
based on the number of home screens, space for folders and number of apps that can be stored 
in those folders. 

1-7-2018 Greg is 70 *.* To group apps into folders (like “Games” or “Photo Editors”), 
Inventions, IP invention projects 1,001. If you forget where you stashed an app on your iMac 
because there are 1,001 of them. Greg + Wife's in Key West will invent something for this, grin. 

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041 
inventor8484@gmail.com 
CELL phone 3054345276 

Kindle link to Greg's Book - The Fifty Dollar Book's Secret Gravity Car's Engine

WindmillCAR's and RV's Gravity Car's In 2018: The Fifty Dollar Book's Secret Gravity Car 
(Gravity Car Engine) 



Kindle Edition by Greg Buell (Author) 
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B078RQF7ND?ref_=pe_2427780_160035660 

1-7-2018 Greg is 70 *.* For decades, they warned the North was making progress on a missile 
that could reach the United States. But the last breakthroughs happened faster than they 
expected... For decades, they drove by fiery cop cars and SUV's with Mon Dad and 2 Kids in 
back burning to death or just burned over 90%. They are the City Hall Commissioners and 
those who built the USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs. Mecca + Qatar's Windfall Profits from 
Miami Gas Station Hold Ups from 1980 to 2018. Mary Sucker punched 100 stitches and 
wrongful deaths of BP Oil Men. 

1-7-2018 Greg is 70 *.* PRESIDENT TRUMP, in one of a series of Twitter messages denouncing 
critics who have questioned his mental health. For decades, Trump drove by fiery cop cars and 
SUV's with Mon Dad and 2 Kids in back burning to death or just burned over 90%. Trump 
denouncing the CIA Coup "No Gas Stations World Wide" with the 1980 Ford WindmillCAR's 
and RV's. Denouncing Mecca buried in the Snow of Sand Storm or the Century. 

1-7-2018 Greg is 70 *.* PRESIDENT TRUMP, Nearly a year after the president took office, the 
world is still figuring out whether to take his fiery words as policy pronouncements, or to simply 
ignore them. By STEVEN ERLANGER - Steven Erlanger could tweet the number of fiery 
wrecks in 1 year... Google YouTube could go viral for 30 minutes with these fiery wrecks. 

1-7-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Yukon Government Gives In to Liquor Industry on Warning Label 
Experiment... 

1-7-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Amazon Kindle Book of 1,001 Experiments like the "Oil Drop Test" in 
the next book with Greg and many Wife's in Key West, grin. 



1-7-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Stolen Vodka Bottle, Said to Be Worth $1.3 Million, Is Found Drained 
and Dented" By MARTIN SELSOE SORENSEN Your Wife is Worth more than $1.3 million 
alive not dead from breast cancer caused by Vodka, Putin is the one who is mentally ill not 
Trump. 

1-7-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Security camera footage captures the moment a bottle of vodka worth 
$1.3 million was stolen from a bar in Denmark. iPhone X tracking written in Xcode 9 would 
have tracked the thief in the room and where he went when he left with the vodka bottle on a 
Google Map. Security Cameras must be reinvented with iPhone X GPS tracking on a Google 
Map when they leave the crime scene. The Copenhagen police said in a Twitter post that the 
bottle was being examined for any leads and that no further information on the case would be 
released. 1,001 IP invention projects are being examined for a micro dot GPS for bottles. All 
bikes in Key West will have GPS tracker built in or on. City Hall rejected this out right! Seeing 
City Employees steal the most bikes, ha! The bottle was created by Dartz Motorz, a car 
manufacturer in Riga, Latvia, and fitted with an original 1912 leather ribbon from the 
company’s first Monte Carlo rally car. 

iMac's on every table, placed in a pub, Cafe 33, in central Copenhagen 

1-7-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Call to NASA to Remove Homeless People (All 8) Before Royal Wedding 
Stirs Anger - George Orwell the Wedding Crasher in London. All 1984 London! George Orwell 
in London stirs anger because you car is ticketed, towed, or you are driving around and around 
with no parking spot in sight. iParking is the Quality of life in Qatar not London. Dr. Lisa MD 
calling in your Rx to Starbucks London, Qatar Prince will order this from Starbucks HQ. 

1-7-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Sunday NY Times Editorial: Why Do Land Mines Still Kill So Many? 
Because the "Mind" of George Orwell Driving his Gas + Diesel Cars and Trucks around the 
World, selling them to China to poison the air. Xi has to put these children to death as there are 
to many today with birth defects and cancers from this 'Land Mind' peddle to the floor gas car 



driving George Orwell. Editors Opinion: Diabetes Shouldn't Bankrupt You! By ELISABETH 
ROSENTHAL Liz diabetes shouldn't exist in a 1,001 Nobels in Medicine a year society with 
InventBook. Facebook Bankrupted your Medical cost with man made diseases spread by Coors 
and others who sell you Butter, Bacon, Sausage, cigarettes at the Grocery Store Publix. Put this 
in a Publix commercial. 

1-7-2018 Greg is 70 *.* 12th Day of Christmas Inventions! Godsent!! Pope Francis also presided 
over a Mass for the feast of the Epiphany on Friday at the Vatican and one at St. Peter’s Basilica 
on Saturday. 

1-7-2018 Greg is 70 *.* "Fire + Fury" Book Video on Mexican Truck Drivers in the USA. 
Restricted from operating in the United States, most Mexican drivers must hand off their cargo. 
The Trump administration wants even tighter controls. Before the 100's of Fiery Wrecks go 
Viral on YouTube! By NATALIE KITROEFF and GEORGE ETHEREDGE Wrongful death 
lawsuits will cost Mexico Elite $1 Trillion. 

1-7-2018 Greg is 70 *.* NASA as Alexander the Great. Under his pillow at night he had, 
alongside his dagger, a copy of the “Iliad.” His literary GPS, we understand. As important as the 
epic’s originally oral story of great conquest was the script it was written in: That too would 
conquer worlds. 

1-7-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Trump President of the Universe. Epic invention to travel 400 times 
faster than the speed of light in a Verizon Cell signal calling Jewish Aliens can be invented in 
2018 by Greg + Wife's in Key West. 

1-7-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Recipe books in the kitchen improved the food on the table. 

1-7-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Star Wars Recipe's on the iMac are all Rx Recipes 4 trillion of them she 
will mix up until she get a Rx recipe for a overnight breast cancer Rx Cure. Yes Starbucks will 
serve this in a latte. 

1-7-2018 Greg is 70 *.* 

1-7-2018 Greg is 70 *.* 

1-6-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Yale Key West Medical School amphitheater: The fight is over City Hall 
IQ's 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine at this amphitheater: 

1-6-2018 Greg is 70 *.* 1,001 IP invention projects will give us Star Wars Rx Latte from Dr. 
Lisa MD. When you walk into your London Starbucks. 



1-6-2018 Greg is 70 *.* iParking in London run by City Hall finds you a parking spot near 
Starbucks. Quality of life. Never ever get a parking ticket in the City of London. Hell No. Britain 
Considers a ‘Latte Levy’ to Cut the Use of Coffee Cups section A - page 10 By KIMIKO de 
FREYTAS-TAMURA Yale Key West Hospital in London working on 1,001 IP invention 
projects will give us Star Wars Rx Latte from Dr. Lisa MD. When you walk into your London 
Starbucks it will be ready and a record you took your Rx is on file. 

1-6-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Yale Key West Medical School amphitheater: The fight is over City Hall 
IQ's 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine at this amphitheater: with Yale Key West Medical School 
Hospital Ships Docked in a row all the way to Mallory! Thousands of wrongful deaths just from 
Alcohol let alone Diesel on Duval will sent City Hall Commissioners to PoorHouse Lane in Qatar 
or Emirates where their second home is. Grin $$$. “Attention opponents of the amphitheater: 
The fight is over. Your fears were unfounded. There is no sound problem, no parking problem, 
and no traffic problem. And no, neither the park nor the amphitheater will ever break even on 
cost. It’s a public park, for goodness sake. Public parks don`t make money - or 1,001 Nobel's in 
Medicine a Year. So lets start writing these 1,001 Nobel Novels at the Hemingway House 
Writing Class today, Oh City Hall Commissioners cancelled this writing class! 

1-6-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Apple, tech companies to bring back $400 billion in overseas cash to the 
US: Estimate. CNBC· 

1-6-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Ford WindmillCAR's and RV's will Confiscate $777 Trillion from 
Prince Salman and Prince Harry's BP Oil's War Criminals. 

1-6-2018 Greg is 70 *.* "The Hospital Gown Gets a Modest Makeover" By VALERIYA 
SAFRONOVA NY Times. ...inpatient admissions, observation stays and emergency-room visits, 
MedStar had about 678,000 patients who needed gowns - Valeriya doesn't say how many 
Hospital Infections these 687K picked up in the hospital and if "Bunny Suits" or Hazmat Suits 
would have prevent them. Dr. Lisa MD need to rewrite this article on Hospital Gown. 

1-6-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Amid Calls from Trump, F.B.I. Renews Questions Over Clinton 
Foundation - F.B.I. Renews Questions Over how many FBI agents were burned in a fiery wreck 
from 1980 Jimmy Carter to today's Trump gas engine cars bursting into flames. 

1-6-2018 Greg is 70 *.* By DAVID M. HALBFINGER Some Israeli and Palestinian leaders are 
now pressing for a single state, but their views of what that state would look like are mutually 
exclusive. Hell with this. 400 Times faster than the speed of light Verizon Cell Call to Jewish 
Aliens or just eavesdropping on them will solve this problem and this IP invention project is 
censored on Israeli Facebook and InventBook today. 

1-6-2018 Greg is 70 *.* iParking in London run by City Hall finds you a parking spot near 
Starbucks. Quality of life. Never ever get a parking ticket in the City of London. Hell No. Britain 
Considers a ‘Latte Levy’ to Cut the Use of Coffee Cups section A - page 10 By KIMIKO de 
FREYTAS-TAMURA Yale Key West Hospital in London working on 1,001 IP invention 
projects will give us Star Wars Rx Latte from Dr. Lisa MD. When you walk into your London 
Star Bucks it will be ready and a record you took your Rx is on file. 



1-6-2018 Greg is 70 *.* NY Times Editorial: Pakistan, the Endlessly Troublesome Mercenaries 
Kerry shipped $30 Billion of cash on Pallets. Kerry's Boston with $30 Billion Bonus was 
unthinkable in Kerry's Military Class, Caste. The King of Qatar did give his Citizens $30 Billion 
in Cash, direct deposited in Chase Qatar and Bank of America Qatar. 

1-6-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Remake on the IP Invention projects. New Season at Shakespeare’s 
Globe writes in all the IP invention projects Shakespeare almost wrote in his plays. 

1-6-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Business Today, Your Money: When It Costs Double to Let Your 12-
Year-Old Fly Alone" By RON LIEBER Cancer cost, medical cost of diagnosis not caught by 
Homeland Security Scans for Terrorist's cost the American 12 year old 100's of days in the 
Hospital. JFK scan for of 12 year old's eyes and teeth. Yale Key West Medical School x-ray 
scanners are not for terrorists but medical alerts caught and fixed asap. When It Costs Double 
to Let Your 12-Year-Old Fly Alone" without anyone from the NY Times writing to save their 
life. 

1-6-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Trump blocks InventBook by Greg + Wife's in Key West! Without 
Naming Trump, Twitter Says It Won’t Block World Leaders section B - page 4 By MIKE 
ISAAC Twitter said on Friday that prohibiting a world leader from posting on the platform 
“would hide important information people should be able to see and debate.” 

1-6-2018 Greg is 70 *.* 

1-5-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Book Title "Fire + Fury" will be rewritten by Cops Title Fire + Fury of 
the Gravity Engine Cop Cars! 

1-5-2018 Greg is 70 *.* The Book of Mormon!! Now the buy and read "Fire + Fury" by Cops 
Rear ended in their Fiery Cop Cars in Salt Lake City. A Sin! 

1-5-2018 Greg is 70 *.* There is an inquisitorial whiff in the air mixed with Diesel Exhaust! 

1-5-2018 Greg is 70 *.* 1980 Ford WindmillCAR + RV Administration Would Have Taken Step 
That Could Threaten "Coors Road Kill" from 1980 to 2018 Marijuana Legalization Movement 
will have as many road kills too. The Joint Chiefs of Staff have already seen the numbers! By 
CHARLIE SAVAGE and JACK HEALY 

1-5-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Coors Road Kill and still a shortage of Hearts but for Cheney. Letter: 
Shortage of Donated Livers, Hearts, Kidneys. Yale Key West Medical School's. Tens of 
thousands from Prince Salman's inner circle's in Saudi Arabia and Mecca have cut in front of 
the line of tens of thousands of Americans from 1980 to 2018. Sharon Fawcett, at home in 
Stamford, Conn., has end-stage liver disease. Like 14,100 other patients in the United States, Ms. 



Fawcett is waiting for a liver transplant, for The New York Times. Yale Key West Medical 
School if up and running today with a few Hospital Ships docked were the Navy war ships are 
today would be able to get and transplant all 14,100 for Americans, not Prince Salman's Oil 
Men. As this would be the Age of Gravity Engines and Ford WindmillCAR's and RV's! 

1-5-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Book Title "Fire + Fury" will be written by Cops in Fiery and Furious 
read ended collisions writing a ticket on the side of the road when iPhone X iDash Cam iTraffic 
Tickets iCop inside your car talking to you has been censored out of 'Fire + Fury' by Trump. 
Michael Wolff, From Local Media Scourge to National News maker. By MICHAEL M. 
GRYNBAUM "In a long journalism career, Michael Wolff has gone from New York Times copy 
boy to overnight sensation at age 64" 8,400 Fire and Fury Drivers have been rear ended 
bursting into Furious Fire! Michael Wolff has driven by several cars on fire in rush hour traffic 
with no rush at the NY Times to leak the Ford WindmillCAR's. “Fire and Fury: Inside the 
Trump White House,” his insider account of the year he spent reporting from the West Wing, 
has drawn denunciations from the White House lectern, threatened the career of the Breitbart 
News leader Stephen K. Bannon and turned Mr. Wolff, an overnight sensation. Sensational 
Fiery Cop Cars and SUV's today will not make the Headlines because Orwellian Orders from 
the Top Brass! 

1-5-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Fire + Fury Cop Cars Rear ended, an extraordinary attempt by a sitting 
president to stifle critical coverage of fiery wrecks. 

1-5-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Mr. Wolff’s former editor at Vanity Fair, wrote in an email that he was 
not surprised Mr. Wolff “would write an entertaining book.” “The mystery,” Mr. Carter added, 
“is why the White House allowed him in the door.” 

1-5-2018 Greg is 70 *.* 1980 Jimmy Carter in the White House reading Greg's Book on Kindle 
that goes on sale tomorrow at Amazon Kindle for $50 when President Carter gave Islam $777 
Trillion for a small kickback that filled the Bank of the 'Carter Center' fund. Burn in Hell take 
on a new connotation for Jimmy Carter today looking at all the fiery cop cars and SUV's he 
drove by all these years without stopping to help. 

1-5-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Bitter Snow and Cold Blast New England, censored out is the millions 
with no electricity who could be warm and watching CBS this morning in their Ford 
WindmillCAR or RV with a windshield view of the Blizzard of 2018. 

1-5-2018 Greg is 70 *.* People who have robbed Miami Gas Stations from 1980 to 2018. 
"Internet Users in China Expect to Be Tracked. Now, They Want Privacy." By PAUL MOZUR 
People who have robbed Miami Gas Stations from 1980 to 2018 expect privacy in their get away 
after all these years. iPhone X, will the cops can track every cell phone that drives or walks into 
a gas station in Miami and follow them on a Google map when they leave. This is a record that 
last longer than a gas engine car. Grin. 

1-5-2018 Greg is 70 *.* The first 100 electric motors built by Edison head for InventBook. Art 
Owned by La Salle University Headed for Auction at Christie’s" By COLIN MOYNIHAN Art 
of the Diagnosis, first New England Journal Article on Art of the Diagnosis, to the present days 
Art of the Diagnosis by Dr. Lisa MD as Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer at Los Alamos. Heads for 
InventBook and Kindle. 



1-5-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Intel Flaws are not putting a Intel Xeon CPU in this $220 Acer 
Cloudbook. What You Need to Do Because of Flaws in Computer Chips section B - page 2 By 
CADE METZ and BRIAN X. CHEN The Intel Xeon CPU's cost from $230 to $5,220 each. I 
might be able to run Xcode9 with a $230 Intel Xeon in this Acer CloudBook PC, if it was a Mac. 
Code would take several minutes to hours to crunch with the little circle spinning around. 
Iranian Hackers: Sophisticated, Frustrated and a Rising Global Threat section B - page 3 By 
SHEERA FRENKEL All these Iranian Hackers have paid $5,220 for their Intel CPU and most 
have several of these for $15,000. Now you see the flaw in Intel Top Brass. Yes Intel Top Brass 
own stock in Iran Oil Company's. 

1-5-2018 Greg is 70 *.* ‘Am I Going to Have to Put Mickey Mouse in “American Horror Story” 
Disney is going to have to put Dr. Mickey Mouse MD into the Yale Key West Medical School 
Childrens Section of Movies for the next 10 to 20 years! And change the Ears on the Disney 
Magic Ship Docked at the Medical School Pier in Key West. 

1-5-2018 Greg is 70 *.* "Cutting Off Breast of American Women" Cutting Off Pakistan, U.S. 
Takes Gamble in Complex Afghan War With No Intention by the Pentagon to Win the War on 
Breast Cancer! With the Taliban war already pushing the Afghan government to the brink, it is 
unclear who will be most disrupted: Pakistan, or U.S. allies in Afghanistan. By MUJIB 
MASHAL and SALMAN MASOOD, these 2 guys who wrote this for the NY Times could care 
less about "Cutting Off the Breast" of American Women. 



1-5-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Mom who is 95 this year took 3 boys, Greg, Bob, Bill to Radio City when 
we were all almost 10 years old. I can remember some of this today. Today Mom would be 
watching the WindmillCAR and Gravity Engine Performance at Radio City. 

1-5-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Consider the fact that the campaign last month against the Met to 
remove a Balthus painting that shows a young girl in a suggestive light was organized by two 
young Manhattan feminists. Fortunately, they were unsuccessful. This is the kind of censorship 
practiced by religious zealots. Mecca religious zealots have Honor Killings today not in the 
#MeToo moment because the 'Times' Censors this crime against women. Prince Salman is a 
#MeToo moment Honor killer of a women and the editors at the Times know this and might 
have the YouTube videos. #MeToo moment of Prince Salman Sex Slave sex tapes too. There is 
an inquisitorial whiff in the air worth $777 Trillion and women want this! Prince Salman thinks 
he can get away with Honor Killings of women who get to drive gas engine cars this year. 

1-5-2018 Greg is 70 *.* 

1-5-2018 Greg is 70 *.* 

1-4-2018 Greg is 70 *.* "Tech Tip: Copying iPhone Messages to the Computer" section B - page 



6 By J. D. BIERSDORFER "Tech Tip: Copying iPhone Messages to the Computer" to the super 
computers at Los Alamos. 

In 2018 - You will need a Mac that will run Xcode 9 

In 2018 - You will need a to become Super Computer literate and run apps on it. 

1-4-2018 Greg is 70 *.* AT&T Plans to Offer Mobile 5G Wireless Phone Service This Year... 

1-4-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Greg and Wife's in Key West will Write a Hemingway House Nobel 
Novel on How We Invented G55 and 400 Times faster than the speed of light in 2018. 

1-4-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Key West Prince Harry's Wounded Warriors ride for Breast Cancer, 
Hell No! Wounded Warrior Soldier Ride set for Saturday in Key West January 4, 2018 Key 
West residents are encouraged to line the streets Saturday to show support for military 
members as they participate in the Wounded Warrior Soldier Ride. $30 Billion was shipped to 
them by Kerry on Pallets of cash along with the $30 Billion of Pallets of cash for Pakistan 
Warriors for God's 72 virgins. Pink is dead, killed by the Pentagon Joint Chiefs of Staff who 
suppressed the 1980 Ford WindmillCAR's and RV's. Gravity Engine too. 

1-4-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Diesel Arrest !! Key West Police. A 37-year-old woman was arrested 
twice in two days for inhaling (Diesel Exhaust) aerosol duster cans, according to the Monroe 
County Sheriff’s Office. The woman was charged with misdemeanor inhalation of dangerous 
chemicals in both incidents on Sunday and on Monday. On Monday, a witness called the 
Sheriff’s Office about 4 p.m. to report back clouds of Diesel Exhaust on Duval Key West. 

1-4-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Mormon Succession drama in the Times is against God Commandments 



to them by Smith not the 1980 Ford WindmillCAR + RV Plant in Salt Lake City. 

1-4-2018 Greg is 70 For Mormons, Succession Drama Is Against Their Religion section A - page 
16 By LAURIE GOODSTEIN Ford WindmillCar Plant that will grow in Salt Lake City. 
Mormons will build the Ford Gravity Engine CAR's + RV's next year. God willing to send this 
Godsent Miracle to Mormons not Mecca. 

1-4-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Salt Lake City vs Mecca and Mecca has the $1 Trillion dollar SUV 
Umbrella to shade 2 million on Sunday from Skin Cancer. Can we sue for wrongful death of 
those in Salt Lake City who die from Skin Cancer. 

1-4-2018 Greg is 70 *.* $777 Trillion in Russian Oil Outside of 5 billion people. Putin the Last 
Oil Revenues Czar. Russia and Venezuela’s Plan to Sidestep Sanctions: Virtual Currencies By 
NATHANIEL POPPER, OLEG MATSNEV and ANA VANESSA HERRERO Both countries 
have floated plans to create homegrown virtual currencies that would put them outside the 
global financial and banking system. Ivanka wants Putin Fired and all the $777 Trillion for 
Breast Cancer War! 

1-4-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Petrobras of Brazil to Pay $2.95 Billion Over Corruption Scandal section 
B - page 4 By CHAD BRAY and STANLEY REED Ivanka wants $777 Trillion Over the 
wrongful Breast Cancer Deaths and torture of a million women all their life living with no cure. 
While the Elite Men gamble at the Qatar Trump Casino. 

1-4-2018 Greg is 70 *.* NY Times; Auto Sales End a 7-Year Upswing, With More Challenges 
Ahead in censoring the birth defects and childhood cancers at Saint Jude. 7 Years of selling the 
Ford WindmillCAR's and RV's would have saved million of children world wide this is a Jewish 
crime well as Russian, American. Trump’s Threat to Cut Palestinian Aid Worries Many in 
Israel By ISABEL KERSHNER Diesel Exhaust Worries Many in Israel. Mostly mothers and 
grandmothers no Warriors in Israel are Worried about this exhaust gas. 

1-4-2018 Greg is 70 *.* iphone X to track inmates 24/7 live streaming on Google Maps. Ethiopia 
Says It Will Close Notorious Prison and Free Some Inmates section A - page 4 By JINA 
MOORE iphone X to track inmates 24/7 live streaming on Google Maps, really. With alerts on 
your iPhone X if they cross your path or are laying in wait for you. Or stalking you. Xcode9 will 
write this app. 

1-4-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Inmates; The alarm and security systems were sophisticated, but the 
thieves were able to bypass them, he said, a sign of “advanced technological understanding.” 
Robert Kennedy Jr + "OJ" Clones. ...to understand “what went wrong” because the case that 
protected the jewels “was opened as if it were a little box, while the alarm went off too late,” 

1-4-2018 Greg is 70 *.* NYC EveryDay - Man, 65, Dies After Teenager Punches Him, Knocking 
Him Onto Subway Tracks section A - page 19 By MATTHEW HAAG and ASHLEY 
SOUTHALL Police were looking into whether Mr. Suarez struck his head in the fall, and they 
were waiting for the medical examiner’s office to determine the cause of death. Mary Trump 
was also hit yesterday in Queens and will die from this in a few months... police were looking to 



determine the cause of death... 1984 Top Brass at Homeland Security HQ wait for the Lawyers 
from Yale. 

1-4-2018 Greg is 70 *.* ROME — The Italian news media called it a “movie-worthy heist.” In 
just a few minutes on Wednesday, the last day of an exhibition at the Ducal Palace in Venice, 
thieves made off with a gold brooch and a pair of earrings, easily disarming what had been 
described as a sophisticated alarm system and then disappearing into the sea of tourists who 
daily swarm St. Mark’s Square. The jewels belonged to Sheikh Hamad bin Abdullah al-Thani, a 
member of the Qatari royal family. They were part of his collection of some 270 Indian and 
Indian-inspired gems and jewels, some dating from the 16th century, according to a news release 
for the exhibition, “Treasures of the Mughals and the Maharajas,” 

1-4-2018 Greg is 70 *.* OJ and Robert Kennedy Jr... wave to the Orwellian Cameras. At least 
two thieves struck around 10 a.m. in plain view of closed-circuit television cameras. One opened 
the case, and the other acted as a lookout, Italian news outlets reported. 

1-4-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Peru Bans Buses From Road Where Bus Plunged, Killing 51 By 
MARCELO ROCHABRÚN Elite in Peru didn't brainstorm any invention projects with their 
wife's or they would have come up with 'co-pilots' for all Buses and iCop in the Buses. 

1-4-2018 Greg is 70 *.* MD Editors at the NY Times, Funny. "Tech We’re Using: Tapping 
Technology to Advance the Future of Journalism" By SAM DOLNICK Sam writes I check 
Twitter more often than I should, I never check the New England Journal of Medicine. 
Hemingway House Writing Classes are not offered by the Times. 

1-4-2018 Greg is 70 *.* "Tech Tip: Copying iPhone Messages to the Computer" section B - page 
6 By J. D. BIERSDORFER "Tech Tip: Copying iPhone Messages to the Computer" to the super 
computers at Los Alamos. 

In 2018 - You will need a Mac that will run Xcode 9 

In 2018 - You will need a to become Super Computer literate and run apps on it. 

1-4-2018 Greg is 70 *.* You will need to write in Xcode 9 sooner than you would like as this is a 
terrible tech tip, one of the several programs designed to copy files from an iPhone to a 
computer with a few clicks. For example, the $40 iExplorer program, for the Windows and Mac 
operating systems, can grab a specific text conversation from the iTunes backup file and save it 
in a more common format like a plain-text file (which can be opened and saved in Microsoft 
Word), a comma-separated values file or as a PDF file. Photos and other attachments can also 
be retrieved. Similar apps include the $40 iMazing program for Windows and Mac, $20 
CopyTrans Contacts for Windows and the $30 PhoneView for the Mac. PhoneView provides full 
access to your iPhone’s voicemail messages and call log. Click to play your messages or send 
them right to iTunes. View, search and export recent calls, even when your iPhone isn’t 
connected to your Mac. Plus, PhoneView automatically backs up your call log each time your 
iPhone is connected. How sweet is that? http://www.ecamm.com/mac/phoneview/ 



1-4-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Send email to Los Alamos asking the Nuke Scientists if they can write 
you a iPhone X app for this on a $100 million dollar super computer, grin. Better than 
reworking H-Bombs again today. 

1-4-2018 Greg is 70 *.* '39 Steps" to Brainstorming a silent Jet Engine, no not just invent the 
Gravity Engine, Funny You! Hitchcock to ‘The Girl on the Train’ NASA Girl on a 100 Car 
Super Shuttle Train that cost far less than the $777 Trillion Ivanka wants for Breast Cancer. No 
one is working at the Hemingway House Writing Class today, City Hall is the problem. 

1-4-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Today we write an Xcode9 app to search these books for inventions. 
Fred Bass, Who Made the Strand Bookstore a Mecca, Dies at 89 Building on what his father 
began, Mr. Bass ultimately oversaw a bustling emporium housing “18 miles of books” in Lower 
Manhattan, with outposts here and there." By WILLIAM GRIMES 

1-4-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Australia’s Prime Minister Warns of ‘Gang Violence’ by African 
Migrants - Gas Station Hold Ups Today - this warning was censored by the editors at the NY 
Times. Gas Stations are Off Limits via George Orwell. Mary will be sucker punched today at 
Miami Gas Station hold up... iQuality of life in a 1984 society with No Gravity Engines! 

1-4-2018 Greg is 70 *.* 

1-4-2018 Greg is 70 *.* 



-------------------------- Greg 'WindCar' Buell Kindle and Amazon print book 400 pages starts 
here! 
-------------------------- "WindmillCAR's and RV's Gravity Car's In 2018" 
----------------------------- "The Fifty Dollar Book's Secret Gravity Cars!" 
Page 1 of 400 



1-3-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Concrete Wedding Columns blocking the Brainstorming of the first 
Gravity Engine started by a trillion of her jolts. Edison starting the first electric engine looking 
at his new wife. 

1-3-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Kerry and his rich Heinz wife shipped pallets of $30 Billion to Pakistan 
in 2017. Pakistan Dismisses Trump’s Tweet on $30 Billion 'Aid' as ‘Incomprehensible’ $$$ By 
SALMAN MASOOD Ivanka looking over the Breast cancer lab work and Rx Recipe Miracle 
Cure as ‘Incomprehensible’ as building all the Qatar Trump Casino's in 100's of Cities. No the 
Yale Key West Medical School was lost by City Hall Key West. 

1-3-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Star Wars - Op-Ed Columnist: Donald Trump Goes to the Movies to See 
Star Wars! To save Ivanka's life! No the Yale Key West Medical School is not in the Last Jedi 
Disney Movie. Princess Ivanka is... she has a major part too. China, Moving to Cut Emissions, 
Halts Production of 500 Car Models - Without building 500 Yale Key West Medical School's in 
China. Yes 500 Qatar Trump Casino's are under construction in China today. Smog pictured on 
a main thoroughfare in Harbin, China. Officials are under intense pressure to rein in dangerous 
air pollution. Credit Tao Zhang/Getty Images. No images of the 1980 Ford WindmillCAR's they 
are censored by the Chinese! Car manufacturing in China, where 28 million gas engine vehicles 
were produced in 2017. Ivanka is screming ‘Incomprehensible’ at Trump! Pope Francis was 
overheard saying how Stupid can Xi be!! Mao would have banned gas engine cars. 



1-3-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Dr. Nancy Snyderman will be... Hoda Kotb Named to Replace Matt 
Lauer as Co-Anchor of NBC’s ‘Today’ Dr. Nancy Snyderman will be... Anchor of NBC’s ‘Today 
MD Show’ Ivanka helped get her the job. 

1-3-2018 Greg is 70 *.* At least 48 dead when bus plunges onto rocky beach in Peru 

1-3-2018 Greg is 70 *.* At Least 480 Dead Drunk Drivers in the USA plunged into Mom + 2 kids 
in a SUV and this will go on every day in 2018 because the George Orwell Drunks at HQ can't 
invent! WindmillCAR's and BUS will drive Wrongful Death lawsuits against those who sold 
these guys on being Drunks. Coors! 

1-3-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Qatar and Emirates Airlines gave employees $100,000 bonus - Southwest 
and American Airlines celebrate the GOP tax plan with $1000 bonuses for employees. 1980 Ford 
WindmillCAR's and RV's Bonus will be the spin off Gravity Engine Invention. Trillion volts, 
jolts, amps to start your Gravity Engine. Indy 500 Ladies please start your Inspirations Engines 
as Prince Harry will bring home dead Moslems for you not a Gravity Engine! 

1-3-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Xcode is Apple's software for making software for iPhones and Macs. 
It's extremely important — every single iPhone app was built in Xcode, and Apple works very 
hard to keep its armies of app developers happy, and that starts with the software its developers 
use. According to the startup, Buddybuild made the only "mobile continuous integration and 
delivery platform." For non-engineers, that means its tools make it easier for teams of coders to 
make code changes on big projects. iPhone X iDash Cam iCallerID with GPS tracked cell phone 
for years and years on her map to save her life. Drunks at George Orwell HQ left 450 Drunks 
drive and kill and OJ Clones road kill in 2017 was 19K dead just in the USA. Our USA George 
Orwell has no desire to stop Honor Killings - Prince Salman could have ordered a app for this 
from Apple but didn't. 

In 2018 - You will need a Mac that will run Xcode 9 

1-3-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Xcode9 Mastering iOS 11 Programming - Second Edition: Build 
professional-grade iOS applications with Swift 4 and Xcode 9 2nd Edition, Kindle Edition by 
Donny Wals (Author) 

1-3-2018 Greg is 70 *.* MD internal Medicine Power Struggle War at the Yale Key West 
Medical School for all their Oil Money... By THOMAS ERDBRINK The Iran demonstrations 
that have spread to dozens of Iranian cities were set off by miscalculations in a long-simmering 
internal power struggle that has nothing to do with Internal Medicine Invention and 1,001 
Nobels in Medicine a year. These Moslem want 72 Virgins not 72 Nobels in Medicine a year. 

1-3-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Prince Salman spent trillions at Yale and Harvard. As Flow of Foreign 
Students Wanes, U.S. Universities Feel the Sting of $777 Trillion. By STEPHANIE SAUL 



* 1-3-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Mayor Bill de Blasio announced that the city would spend $50 million 
to secure high-risk public spaces from attacks by vehicles, and from vehicles that go out of 
control because of a medical emergency. The money will go toward a range of safety measures, 
including installing 1,500 "Concrete Parking Bumpers upright - Concrete Wedding Columns" 
at some of the city’s most-visited locations and placing large planters at other vulnerable spots. 
Advantages of StressCrete Spun Concrete Poles: Over 1980 Ford WindmillCAR's and RV's is 
you don't have to hire any city employees to work on the Gravity Engine Car's that will avoid all 
the spike strips in the road out running the NYC Cops, grin! Sorry to say Mayor Bill de Blasio 
will live to see the Gravity Engine Ford's in NYC. Invented in Key West though! 

1-3-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Concrete Wedding Columns blocking the Brainstorming of the first 
Gravity Engine started by a trillion of her jolts. Edison starting the first electric engine looking 
at his new wife. 

1-3-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Concrete Wedding Columns blocking the Brainstorming of the first 
Gravity Engine started by a trillion of her jolts. Edison starting the first electric engine looking 
at his new wife. 

1-3-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Kerry and his rich Heinz wife shipped pallets of $30 Billion to Pakistan 
in 2017. Pakistan Dismisses Trump’s Tweet on $30 Billion 'Aid' as ‘Incomprehensible’ $$$ By 
SALMAN MASOOD Ivanka looking over the Breast cancer lab work and Rx Recipe Miracle 
Cure as ‘Incomprehensible’ as building all the Qatar Trump Casino's in 100's of Cities. No the 
Yale Key West Medical School was lost by City Hall Key West. 



1-3-2018 Greg is 70 *.* NYT Editorial today is about Key West, almost. Anyone lucky enough to 
get a hearing before the governor has a few minutes to make his or her case for being a 
reformed citizen. These people, who have served their time and should not have to answer to 
anyone, must then endure condescending moral lectures from Mr. Scott and his cabinet 
members, who don’t have to provide any explanation for their decisions. In one case involving a 
man who had been convicted of manslaughter after drunken driving, Mr. Scott, whose 
microphone remained on, turned and whispered to a board member, “That’s how my uncle 
died.” 1980 Ford WindmillCAR would have saved Scotts Uncle... from any crash with F-35 C 
radar that cost more than the WindmillCAR. And less than the $30 Billion Kerry shipped to 
Iran - Pallets of cash. 

1-3-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Star Wars - Op-Ed Columnist: Donald Trump Goes to the Movies to See 
Star Wars! 

1-3-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Dr. Nancy Snyderman will be... Hoda Kotb Named to Replace Matt 
Lauer as Co-Anchor of NBC’s ‘Today’ Dr. Nancy Snyderman will be... Anchor of NBC’s ‘Today 
MD Show’ 

1-3-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Key West Citizen and City Hall Censor the 'Falls' stats in Key West. 
"Across the Netherlands, 3,884 people 65 or older died as result of a fall in 2016, a 38 percent 
increase from two years earlier." Afraid of Falling? For Older Adults, the Dutch Have a Cure. 
Photographs and Video by JASPER JUINEN Text by CHRISTOPHER F. SCHUETZE. “It’s 
not a bad thing to be afraid of falling, but it puts you at higher risk of falling,” said Diedeke van 
Wijk, a physiotherapist who runs WIJKfysio and teaches the course three times a year in 
Leusden, a bedroom community just outside Amersfoort, in the center of the country." Greg 
working in the Nursing Home, every time there was a fire drill with the loud beeping and 
movement of Nurses and residents someone fell. Stats for this are censored like the Moped 
Hospital Rental Crash in Key West. Star Wars City Hall and Nursing Homes will be more up to 
date of the stats of accidents and the video yes the video is censored from all Scooter wrecks in 
KW. And Nursing Home's. Only the Police videos go viral under our Current trillion volt 
Masterminds. 

1-3-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Wendy's Veggie tasting menu is needed. $185 a person! Le Bernardin, 
which has featured mostly seafood from the day Maguy and Gilbert Le Coze opened it in Paris 
in 1972. Now Eric Ripert, the restaurant’s executive chef since 1994 and then partner, is 
introducing the restaurant’s first vegetarian tasting menu. “I often get a dozen inquiries a week 
for a vegetable tasting,” he said. “I like the idea of a menu that pays homage to the vegetable, 
though it’s a creative challenge.” The menu has six savory courses and two desserts. Standouts 
include celeriac soup served in a whole celeriac, a twist of pasta thatched with black truffles, a 
roulade of zucchini and caponata, and roasted porcini alongside eggplant that is both silky and 
crisp: Vegetarian tasting menu, $185 a person, Le Bernardin, 155 West 51st Street (Seventh 
Avenue), 212-554-1515, le-bernardin.com. 

1-3-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Ford WindmillCAR's Plant in Salt Lake City Censored from his life and 
death. Thomas Monson, President of the Mormon Church, Dies at 90. As the leader of the 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, he enlarged the ranks of female missionaries but 
stood firm against ordaining women as priests and against building the Ford WindmillCAR + 
RV Plant in Salt Lake City. A sin God is looking over now! God sent the Ford WindmillCAR 
Miracle during the 1980 Saudi Oil Embargo - Gas Stations in Salt Lake City were miles long. 
Jimmy Carter made a deal with Mecca for $777 trillion in oil money to buy a fleet of USS Jimmy 



Carter Nuke subs for $13 Trillion. The rest is history. Although the church officially abandoned 
plural marriages in 1890, it was a defiantly polygamous theocracy in the mid-19th century. In a 
2014 teaching, called “Plural Marriage in Kirtland and Nauvoo,” the church said that Joseph 
Smith, the church founder, had married as many as 40 women, some of whom were already 
married. It said that Smith was a reluctant polygamist, agreeing to multiple marriages only after 
an angel inspired a Invention. 

1-3-2018 Greg is 70 *.* 

1-3-2018 Greg is 70 *.* 

-------------------------- Greg 'WindCar' Buell Kindle and Amazon print book 400 pages starts 
here! 



-------------------------- "WindmillCAR's and RV's Gravity Car's In 2018" 
----------------------------- "The Fifty Dollar Book's Secret Gravity Cars!" 
Page 1 of 400 

1-2-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Happy New Year; For the Yale Key West Medical School and Dr. Lisa 
MD. 

1-2-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Happy New Year; Donald J. Trump on Twitter: "The United States has 
foolishly given Pakistan more than 33 billion dollars in aid over the ... 

1-2-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Happy New Year; Diabetes Rx Recipe Drug May Reverse Effects Of 
Alzheimer's Disease Tech Times· 4 Trillion Rx Recipes will be hacked and crunched by Dr. Lisa 
Oppenheimer MD. 

1-2-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Happy New Year; Key West couple tried to sell shrimp on Facebook, 



Sheriff's Deputy Seth Hopp said he recently spotted posts on Facebook offering five-pound bags 
of shrimp for $40 sellers -- Lliecer Noa and his wife, Carolina Aviles -- did not have the proper 
licenses to sell saltwater products. Facebook offers a marketplace feature, where people often 
sell items such as second-hand electronics and furniture. Facebook Marketplace bans the sale of 
certain items but not fish. 

1-2-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Happy New Year; Key West couple tried to sell 1,001 Nobels in Medicine 
a Year, as IP Invention Projects spelled out with links on 1 Click Amazon and Los Alamos. No 
Way the Sheriff said! 

1-2-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Happy New Year; iParking City Hall London iPost Office City Hall 
London, will be in a Disney Pixar Fox Movie before its reality in London. Smog of Coal and 
Diesel children and adults litter the Hospitals in London when the 1980 Ford WindmillCAR + 
RV was Suppressed by the Elite at Oxford and Windsor Castle. There are something close to 
600,000 staff at hospitals in England, and about 40,000 inpatient admissions a day. 100's miss 
their Doctors Visit because there is no iParking Attendant security guard helping the patients 
find a parking spot in time. Qatar-London 'London' the 'Richest' City in the World. 100's if not 
thousands of USA 'Cities' will get this 'Title' long before London! London Journal: Renewal or 
Gentrification? London Borough Grapples With a Revamp - Wars for the Hell of it leaving the 
War on Cancer to be won by America! 

1-2-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Happy New Year; iPhone X iDash Cam iCop in your car. "Pulled Over 
in a Rental Car, With Heroin in the Trunk" By ADAM LIPTAK Top Brass who loaded Heroin 
into the Trunks of 100's if not thousands of cars in 2017, again in 2018. 

1-2-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Happy New Year; Greg and Wife's in Key West Sought Innovation in 
CIA culture with the 1980 Ford WindmillCAR's, RV's and the 1,001 IP invention projects on 
this web page. We think they got fired like Oppenheimer was fired for not wanting to build a 
fleet of USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs. 

1-2-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Happy New Year; "39 Steps" Secret Weapon of WW II to make Plane 
Engines Silent. Teterboro Airport: Steeped in Glamor, History and Noise" By VIVIAN WANG 
No Vivian didn't brainstorm this IP invention project but Disney Pixar could make a Movie that 
Brainstorms this IP invention project. 

1-2-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Happy New Year; Bill and Melinda Gates wasted trillions of 'Our' hours 
on virus software instead of a app for a Rx Recipe to cure all Virus's. "How Antivirus Software 
Can Be Turned Into a Tool for Spying section B - page 1" By NICOLE PERLROTH 

1-2-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Happy New Year; "Taylor Swift’s ‘Reputation’ Takes Back No. 1 on the 
Chart" Take her picture, copy and paste it on a $20 dollar bill when she Drives the 1980 Ford 
WindmillCAR's + RV into the Charts of History. 

1-2-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Happy New Year; Xi's diet of Coal + Diesel Appetite. To Sate China’s 
Appetite, African Donkeys Are Stolen and Skinned. Soy Milk is not sold at Publix and Whole 
Foods in China. Soy Protein mix at 42g of protein in 12 oz is not for Xi's appetite." By RACHEL 



NUWER Trump infected Xi with Steaks. Wrongful Death lawsuits will be on the table. A diet of 
fiber-rich foods, such as fruits and vegetables, reduces the risk of developing diabetes, heart 
disease and arthritis. Indeed, the evidence for fiber’s benefits extends beyond any particular 
ailment: People who eat more of it simply have lower odds of dying. That’s why experts are 
always saying how good dietary fiber is for us. But while the benefits are clear, it’s not so clear 
why fiber is so great. “It’s an easy question to ask and a hard one to really answer,” said Fredrik 
Bäckhed, a biologist at the University of Gothenburg in Sweden. The fiber we eat feeds billions 
of bacteria in our guts, to digest food, we need to bathe it in enzymes that break down its 
molecules. Those molecular fragments then pass through the gut wall and are absorbed in our 
intestines. This will be more dramatic in a Disney Pixar Movie. The gut is coated with a layer of 
mucus, atop which sits a carpet of hundreds of species of bacteria, yes every one will be in this 
Disney Pixar Movie. Published recently in the journal Cell Host and Microbe is not the Same as 
a Disney Pixar Movie in 3-D. These movies by Disney will lead the world into 1,001 Nobel's in 
Medicine in 2018. 

1-2-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Happy New Year; War on Cancer and Poverty in today's NY Times 
editorials. Op-Ed Contributor: "A.I. and Big Data Could Power a New War on Poverty" By 
ELISABETH A. MASON Elisabeth has not been driving a 1980 Ford WindmillCAR or RV. Her 
view of 10 Trillion Galaxies and the Gazelle Galaxy! One of 10 Trillion Galaxies being eaten by 
Military Predator's at the NY Times editors office who fired Oppenheimer 'Oppenheimer' who 
got fired for not wanting to build the USS Jimmy Carter Nuclear Submarines a fleet of them 
with 40 H-Bombs on Each one. 

1-2-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Happy New Year; iParking or iPlayground of iIP invention projects 
spelled out so Trump wins the White House Spelling Bee in 2018. All the kids in the USA too. 
Stop and smell the Rose with the Rx Recipe for a perfect memory. Semantics Dispute 
Illuminates what needs to be Invented. iPhone X caller ID gives away the names of Alcoholics 
Anonymous, NI... to save her life 19K times in 2018 just in the USA. 

1-2-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Happy New Year; 

1-2-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Happy New Year; 







Women Win a Stage 4 Miracle Godsend Rx Recipe Cure @ Grid locked Apple-Starbucks at 
Trump Tower every Apple-Starbucks in NYC + Paris. Win 4 Wife's in a Polygamous Legal 
Marriage too. To Write Hemingway Inventions in every Chapter, Brainstorming Novels and 1 
Click Amazon links to Los Alamos. 

1-1-2018 Greg is 70 *.* *.* Copyright Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 cell 305 434 
5276 

Moved this Web to the Kindle Link you can read all 400 pages there that were Here, Thanks 
Greg 

Kindle link to Gregs Book - The Fifty Dollar Book's Secret Gravity Car's Engine

WindmillCAR's and RV's Gravity Car's In 2018: The Fifty Dollar Book's Secret Gravity Car 
(Gravity Car Engine) 



Kindle Edition by Greg Buell (Author) 
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B078RQF7ND?ref_=pe_2427780_160035660 

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041 
inventor8484@gmail.com 
CELL phone 3054345276 



Moved this Web to the Kindle Link you can read all 400 pages there that were Here, Thanks 
Greg 


